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@ DAM init ials

DAM'r reply to the letter from Hull was
obtained for us by a member of Aldgate
Press who is also a member of DAM.

For those unfamiliar with the initial-
isms, DAM is the Direct Action Movement,
an anarcho-sy ndicalist organisation activ e
in this country; IWA is the Intemational
IUorkers' Association to which DAM is
afftliated; CNT is the Confederacion
Nacional dos Trabaios (National llorkers'
Federation), an old Spanish anarcho-
syndicalist union made illegal (of course)
by the Franco fascist govemment.

Following the restoration of democracy
in Spain, half a dozen ival 'CNT' groups
emerged, each claiming to be the authentic
continuation of the pre-Franco CNT,
distinguished from each other by the
addition of further initials after a hyphen.
The CNT-AIT (Associacion Inte.macional
dos Trabajos - Spanish for IWA) is
so-called because it is recognised as the
authentic CNT by llilA.

Some time ago, CNT-AIT applied to a
civil court in Spain for a judicial declara-
tion that they, and only they, are the
authentic CNT (this is important as the
govemment has promised to restore
funds conft.scated by the fascists, and
CNT is thought to be due for some twelve
million pounds). In June this year, after
long deliberation, the court found that
there is indeed only one authentic CNT;
however this is not the qplicant, CNT-
AIT, but an objector.to the application,
CNT-V (for Valencia), the 'Renovados'.
CNT-AIT ha lodged an appeal.
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Sixty-two anti-NATO demonstrators were
encircled without warning and arrested
by police in Mainz.on 16 September.
They had participated in a demonstration
on the occasion of a conference of the
ATA (Atlantic Treaty Alliance) at the
Hilton Hotel in Mainz, The ATA is a
private international organisation devoted
to propaganda in favour of NATO with
national sections in all NATO countries.
Five hundred people defied the huse
police presence and came tothe demonstria_
tion against NATO and ATA. Some people
were molested, searched, robbed or
arrested by police on their way to the
demonstration. The protest march was so
heavily surrounded by police it resembled
a convoy ofprisoners.

After the official end of the demonstra-
tion.a group of approximately l00people,
on their way to the railway station, were
stopped and surrounded. 62 persons
were put one by one in vehicles ior the
transport of prisoners. This procedure

lasted two hours during heavy rain.
Most of those arrested had to wait several
hours in the prison buses (without any
possibility of going to the toilet). They
were released during the night, some in
the neighbouring city of Wiesbaden, some
in remote suburbs, most of them at the
Mainz police HQ. The police took finger-
prints, made photographs, etc, sometimes
very brutally.

The police have difficulties explaining
this terrorism. because there was no
damage caused by the demonstrators, or
any other legally convincing pretext for
such an action. The demonstrators had
not even been ordered to disperse before
the arrests were made. It is obvious that
the mass arrest was carefully planned in
advance, apparently with the object of
intimidating and to identifying radical
opponents of NATO and the West German
State. The police claim to have caught
mainly RAF (Red Army Faction) sympa-
thisers and similar radicals but their catch
embarrassingly included many school-
children, down to 13 years old, who are
unlikely RAF sympathisers.

Encirclement and mass arrests of non-
violent demonstrators seem to have
become a standard police tactic in West
Germany, since the infamous encircle-
ment in Hamburg on 8 June, when 800
anti-nuclear demonstrators were encircled
and held captive up to 15 hours under
degrading circumstances before being
arrested.

The affair is to be investigated by the
Mainz city council and the Diet of
Rhineland-Palatinate.
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